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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 82 
Monique's group uses a workflow application that has a view of tasks by who they are 
assigned to. When Monique opens a page with the view embedded in it, she only sees 
her own documents, although everyone in the group has been assigned tasks. Which one 
of the following is a possible reason? 

A.   Hide-when fields 
B.   Section security 
C. Show Single category 
D. Shared, private on first use view 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 83 
Mary has a workflow application that has a background server agent that routes 
documents to users listed in a field on each document. Which one of the following 
conditions would prevent the documents from being routed by the agent? 

A.   If an Authors field is blank 
B. If a Readers field contains a role 
C. If an Authors field contains user names but no server names 
D. If a Readers field contains user names but no server names 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 84 
For which one of the following reasons would Richard, a database designer, distribute 
an encryption key? 

A.   To allow users to access a locally encrypted database 
B. To allow users to read an encrypted field in his Domino application 
C. To allow mail recipients who have access to his private key to read e-mails he sends 
D. To allow mail recipients who have access to his public key to read the e-mails he 
sends 

Answer: B 



 

QUESTION: 85 
Quy has Reader access in the ACL. His name is referenced in the Authors field on a 
document. Which one of the following can he do? 

A.   Read the document. 
B.   Delete the document. 
C. Read and edit the document. 
D. Read and create responses to the document. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 86 
Which one of the following can Monique include in a workflow application to allow 
users to manually forward documents to others? 

A.   A MailOptions field 
B.   An action containing @Command[MailForward] 
C. This can only be done with a LotusScript agent. 
D. A button using the "Send Mail Message" action with the option "Include link to 
document" selected 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 87 
Andre has hidden the design of a database. Which one of the following describes how to 
re-sign a database with a different ID? 

A.   This cannot be done. 
B. Sign the template and replace the design. 
C. Make a copy of the database. This will unhide the design. 
D. Create a replica and sign each design element individually. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 88 
The ACL and forms in App2.nsf on Server1/Boise/Acme are mysteriously changing. In 
addition, employees using Notes clients are editing documents they should not be able to 
change, and people outside the organization are able to read documents in App2.nsf. 
Which one of the following describes what might be the problem? 



 
 

A.   Anonymous access is set incorrectly. 
B. Restrictions in the Server document are set incorrectly. 
C. The Administration server has modified Author and Reader fields. 
D. Default access and OtherDomainServers access are set incorrectly. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 89 
Jim created a discussion database with documents and Response documents. He wants 
changes made to the Response documents to be reflected in the parent document. Which 
one of the following system fields in the Response document indicates the associated 
parent document? 

A.  $ID 
B.  $Ref 
C. $From 
D. $Parent 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 90 
To approve an expense report, Quy goes to a secure section and marks the Status field 
"Approved." Status is a signable field. Which one of the following describes when the 
signature is attached? 

A. Immediately 
B.   When the document is saved 
C. When the document is mailed 
D. When the document is encrypted 

Answer: B 
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